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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of GIS (Geographic Information System) and spatial information obtaining technology, massive geographic data have become the main target being processed and analyzed by GIS. However, existing technologies of GIS and traditional hardware and software platforms have been unable to meet the needs of massive geocomputation. In this circumstance, using parallel computing ideas and methods to improve efficiency of massive geocomputation becomes a trend.

Topology validation plays an important role in geocomputation. For vector data, topology validation is an effective approach to ensure that data is normative and correct. But there are two problems in topology validation for massive geographic data. On one hand, not all spatial data formats have the ability to store topological information. For example, ESRI shapefile (*.shp) and AutoCAD (*.dwg,*.dxf) can’t store topological information. So we can’t validate these data’s topology directly. We have to convert this data format to another one which can store topological information. Then we can validate topology based on topological rules. But it generates a problem. For massive geographic data, the conversion between data formats will spend a long time. What’s more, it can lead to the collapse of the commonly used GIS processing software platform. On the other hand, data set whose data format has the ability to store topological information also stores lots of topological mistakes, such as: polygon overlap, line self-intersection, etc. So, validating topology based on topological information is not a good way. And for massive geographic data, it also takes a lot of time and resources.

In response to these problems, this research aims to validate topology and find topological mistakes in massive geographic data accurately and fast, regardless of whether the data stores topological information or not. This is helpful to correct topological mistakes and generate high quality data sets.
2. Methods and Conclusions

Parallel computing is applied in this research. Parallel computing can improve the speed of massive geocomputation effectively. A parallel algorithm used in validating topology based on MPI is put forward. Main contents are as follows.

Firstly, parallel algorithm design. In order to improve the parallel algorithm’s efficiency, the algorithm establishes the spatial index based on feature’s MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle). Taking polygons overlap judgments for example. All polygons are sorted by the minimum X coordinate of their MBR. In this sequence, each polygon just needs to compare with the one behind it and need not to compare with the one before it. So, this spatial index can avoid repeated comparison between polygons and reduce the number of judgments effectively. Furthermore, the algorithm filters polygons’ MBR with MBR’s four corners’ coordinates. If two polygons’ MBR overlap with each other, the algorithm will make a further judgment about two polygons using polygon overlap algorithm. On the contrary, if two polygons’ MBR are betwixt, there is no need for further judgment. In this way, the algorithm minimizes the number of judging whether two polygons overlap with each other. Data is partitioned by row in this algorithm. The full extent of the map is divided in several rows based on the number of processes in the Y-axis direction. Each process reads data from one of the rows and processes the data. This strategy filters the data set in Y-axis direction. Adjacent polygons in Y-axis direction are assigned to the same process. It reduces comparison times in Y-axis direction. Combining this data partition strategy with the spatial index can improve the efficiency of the algorithm obviously. This parallel algorithm use master-slave parallel programming mode. The system generates a management process and calculation processes. The management process collects information from calculation processes. Then the management process eliminates data redundancy and sorts result data by feature’s ID. Calculation processes find the topological mistakes and send result data to management process.

Secondly, parallel algorithm implementation. This research selects “Must Not Overlap” as validation rule, selects C/C++ and MPI as parallel programming environment. MPI is the most important parallel programming tool. It has a variety of advantages like portability, powerful and efficient, etc. And it is the standard of message passing parallel programming mode. GDAL library is used for reading vector data sets.

Lastly, parallel algorithm experiments. This research chooses a data set which includes 1,778,093 polygons in shapefile format as test data. The amount of test data is 2GB. This parallel algorithm can check out the overlap between polygons in test data set accurately and quickly. This proves that using this parallel algorithm to validate topology is accurate and effective.
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